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INTRODUCTION

You have big goals for your business 
this year. Maybe you’re dreaming of 
breaking a sales record, snagging 
a high-profile client, or launching a 
new product. In theory, February is 
a sleepy month, and the real action 
is still months away. But what you 
accomplish in the first months of the 
year can determine whether you win 
2019 – or repeat 2018.

A strong 2019 action plan will help 
you monitor progress throughout 
the year, hold yourself and your team 
accountable, and keep your eyes 
on the prize.  A great plan can also 
help you increase your revenue and 
turn February into a busy month of 
growth.

START ON 
THE RIGHT 
FOOT

However, if you don’t start on the 
right foot, it can become difficult to 
steer your team in the right direction, 
plan ahead for big challenges, or 
recover from mistakes as the year 
progresses.  

And while starting the year strong 
is easier said than done, we’ve got 
your back.  We’ve pulled together 
4 projects that can help take your 
business to the next level, and curated 
some freelancer solutions to perfectly 
fit your needs. If you follow this 
playbook, 2019 could be your most 
successful year yet.

This eBook was 100% #MadeOnFiverr 
by content writer and designer:

#MadeOnFiverr by sasaelebea  jeffereyspivey designerheather
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BUILD A 
CONSISTENT 
BRAND

#MadeOnFiverr by zalite
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Brand consistency is critical for 
every business, regardless of size, 
customer, or location.  The power 
and professionalism of your social 
media presence, website, and 
design elements are essential in 
building a loyal customer base.

Proper branding can have a huge 
impact on your goals:

• Companies with strong, 
consistent branding see a 23% 
increase in average revenue.1

• Businesses with consistent 
branding are 3 to 4 times more 
likely to have strong brand 
visibility.2

• 64% of consumers purchase 
products after watching a 
branded social media video.3

But a missing piece of the puzzle, 
like a bad website, can work 
against you. For example:

• 38% of users will stop 
interacting with a website if the 
layout is unattractive.4

• 39% will ditch your website if 
images won’t load or a page 
takes too long to load.5

Inconsistent branding also 
causes market confusion, making 
it difficult for customers to 
differentiate your company from 
competitors.

However, brand consistency 
isn’t just important because 
of how it affects your bottom 
line.

At its core, branding is 
marketing.  Though your 
branding strategy may not 
necessarily involve running 
an ad, every blog post, every 
tweet, and every interaction 
serves as a form of marketing 
for your business.

Consistency communicates 
to your customers that your 
brand is dependable.  The 
more recognizable your brand 
is, the more trustworthy it 
is.  Every time you utilize the 
same branding elements, 
you’re delivering on your 
brand promise.  

To put this in perspective, 
think of meeting a new person 
for the first time.  You won’t 
instantly trust this person 
because you don’t know much 
about them.  But through 
repeated conversations, you 
gain understanding of their 
personality, their knowledge, 
and their humor.  The same 
goes for your brand and your 
target customer.  

#MadeOnFiverr by sowmyaiyer152

 1 Inc, 2017, 2 Inc, 2017, 3 Forbes, 2018, 4 Forbes, 2018, 5 Forbes, 2018
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CHOOSING YOUR 
BRANDING STYLE
To really communicate brand consistency, you must choose a branding 
style that represents the essence of your company.  Rather than start 
from scratch, consider some of the following styles created by Fiverr 
sellers, and feel free to contact them directly:

#MadeOnFiverr by reve_line_d  #MadeOnFiverr by pacoguinovart

Intricate Details – a richer and 
more artistic aesthetic.

Deceptive Perspective – grab 
attention with warping and 3D effects.

#MadeOnFiverr by evelinaro

Lowercase Logos – say more with less.

#MadeOnFiverr by restupurwanto 
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#MadeOnFiverr by katarzynasurman

#MadeOnFiverr by borydesign BROWSE MORE LOGO DESIGNERS 

#MadeOnFiverr by kaixx8

Geometric – use traditional shapes in unexpected ways.
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Overlapping Elements – a three-dimensional design that turns heads.

Black & White – stay classy and keep it simple.

Retro Design – put some old school magic into your branding.
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Ensure your chosen elements 
are prominently featured on your 
website. Your site is ground zero 
for purchases, and it’s the place 
your customers will visit to learn 
more about what you do or sell.  
These elements let them know 
they’ve arrived at the right place. 
Our Web & Mobile Design experts 
can help you effortlessly integrate 
your new designs:

janekteo

paudmartins

fanstudio

web360pointer

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

Branding in Web 
& Mobile Design

Use your branding elements 
on all of your social media 
accounts, too.  These elements let 
customers know that wherever 
they encounter you, they’re going 
to get the same quality content.  
Look to our Social Media Design 
Pros for some creative ways to 
build that consistency:

Branding in 
Social Media 
Design

mayilee1

cadabradigital

manuelvega373

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS 
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2019 BRAND 
DESIGN TRENDS
In addition to establishing your branding basics for 2019, there are a few 
emerging trends to be mindful of:

Bold Color – Brand designs are taking a page from cartoon animation with 
bright, bold colors that are super saturated and grab attention wherever 
they’re seen.6

Motion Design – Animation is captivating on its own, but many brands are 
using it with purpose, either to reveal deeper meanings, entertain, or educate 
customers about products and services.7

Asymmetry – Misplaced letters and scrambled sentences force the viewer 
to stop and ponder what they’re reading. This is a powerful way to make a 
lasting impression.8

Gradients – They aren’t exactly new, but gradients are still eye-catching, and 
they’re making a big comeback this year. 9

Stay on top of design trends and 
get inspired for your next project by 
checking out Fiverr Discover

GET INSPIRED   

To recap, brand consistency is about creating design 

elements that showcase your brand’s values and personality, 

and those elements need to be used across your social 

media accounts and your website. This is one of the best 

ways to build trust with your customers and boost your 

market presence.

#MadeOnFiverr by sowmyaiyer152

6  Behance, 2019, 7 UX Planet, 2019, 8  Behance, 2019, 9  Behance, 2019
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STAY 
RELEVANT

#MadeOnFiverr by sasaelebea
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Business success in the digital age isn’t just about a great service or product 
– it’s about engaging existing and potential customers in ways that inspire 
them, fit into their lifestyle, and capture their attention on the platforms 
they’re already using.  To do this, you need to constantly refresh your content, 
advertise using short, engaging videos, and ensure your website and app have 
seamless UI and UX.

REFRESHING 
YOUR CONTENT
Modern customers have short attention spans and high expectations.  They 
want to hear from you often, but they don’t want your content to take up too 
much time.

• To combat the demand, 55% of marketers say blog creation is their 
number one priority.10

• 55% of visitors spend 15 seconds or less reading blog content, so 
make sure every post is fresh, relevant, and scrollable.11

• Small businesses with active blogs see 126% more lead growth than 
competitors who don’t. 12

For maximum results, make sure to execute on the following tips with every  
piece of content you create:

Post at least once a week  
To build a dedicated readership, you need to be consistent.  For example, if 
you post every Tuesday, regular readers will know to come back each week 
for something fresh.

Keep it short
Concise posts are easier to consume and increase the odds that a reader will 
scroll to the bottom of the page.

When you hire content writers to 
create compelling content, be sure 
to show them your logo, design 
elements, and your brand’s content 
manifesto, if you have one.  Give 
them a clear sense of your brand’s 
personality so they can create a 
voice that matches.  The following 
content writers can ensure your 
posts rise to the top of your 
customers’ feeds: 

danielwaldman

morgansliff

sharonhh

catherinbooks

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

Maintain the 
same tone and 
personality 

#MadeOnFiverr by nahuelbardi

10 HubSpot 2018, 11 Buffer, 2016, 12 Impact, 2016
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CREATING SHORT, 
ENGAGING VIDEOS
Short, engaging videos have become the preferred way to advertise, 
compared to more traditional ad formats.  These videos still serve the same 
function as an ad, but they’re cheaper to produce and offer a more authentic 
way to tell your brand story.  Not to mention, video is a huge part of most 
customers’ lives.

• The average adult spends close to 6 hours watching video every 
day.13

• More than 1 billion hours of video are viewed on YouTube per day.14

• And short, engaging videos break through the noise when 
traditional ads can’t: more than 615 million devices worldwide use 
traditional ad blocking software. 15

Short videos are effective because they demand attention regardless of the 
platform and, since every major social media network today is video-focused, 
you have no shortage of ways to reach your customers. Additionally, videos 
have been shown to increase SEO results faster, and they lead to better email 
click-through rates.

But not just any video will do. There are a few common rules to follow:

Make the first few seconds the strongest 
Use that time to reel in the viewer. Very clearly state what your video is about 
and use compelling images to keep the viewer engaged.

Communicate value 

There should be a clear purpose for your video (life hacks, trend reporting, 
how-to, etc.). Give the viewer incentive to watch until the end.

linarysortega

Studiopoink

R3vh233

chooseart

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

#MadeOnFiverr by ugnegumenikovai

Include a call 
to action
Ultimately, you want your video to 
raise brand awareness and generate 
leads.  A strong call to action tells 
the viewer what you want them 
to do, whether that’s signing up 
for your email list or visiting your 
website.

If you’ve got great video concepts 
but you’re not sure how to bring 
them to life, the following Fiverr 
video experts can produce videos 
that deliver results:

13 Nielsen, 2018, 14 Brandwatch, 2019, 15 Content Marketing Institute, 2017
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SEAMLESS 
UI AND UX
Content alone isn’t enough to seal the deal.  Think of UI and UX as the icing 
on the cake.  You’ve done the work to get customers to your website, either 
to learn more about you or make a purchase. Once they’ve arrived, their 
experience should be a breeze – easy navigation, intuitive functioning, and not 
a single issue from homepage to checkout.

Customers expect strong UI and UX:

• 95% of customers say a positive user experience is the most 
important part of visiting a company’s website.16

• Mobile users are 5 times more likely to abandon a task if a site isn’t 
optimized for mobile.17

The average user is accustomed to sites and apps that are simple.  Though 
you want your brand’s design to stand out from your competitors, you’re still 
expected to heed a few rules:

w3bdesignuk

sivanpaniz

pintoo0

mariamary444

wildpress

rosendyakov

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

#MadeOnFiverr by katarzynasurman

Brand Purpose:
Build your site and app experience 
around the purpose of your brand. If 
you want customers to buy a product, 
don’t load your homepage with 
articles. Put your products front and 
center so customers can shop easily.

Go for minimalism: 

Don’t crowd the screen with useless 
features; give customers what they’re 
looking for.

Use navigation that 
feels familiar:
Place your menu in the top left 
corner of the screen and your 
shopping cart in the right corner. 
This is where customers expect to 
find these items.

Site Updates:
Implement site updates as needed to 
keep everything running smoothly.  
Fiverr’s WordPress programmers 
can handle this so you can focus on 
running your business:

16 Go Media, 2018, 17 Impact,2017
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2019 VIDEO, 
CONTENT, AND 
UX/UI TRENDS
Looking ahead in 2019, there are some powerful and creative ways to build on 
your content basics.

Accelerated video ads:
Create videos that can work across multiple platforms.  Research shows that 
overall video impressions are stronger when you run video ads on YouTube 
and Instagram simultaneously.18

Business vlogging: 
Combine your content and short videos into one effective marketing tool – a 
vlog.  This is a great way to offer customers a peek behind the scenes and 
learn about your company in less formal ways.19

#MadeOnFiverr by majito6006

Brand storytelling: 
While you want to use your content to promote a product or teach your 
readers something new, you can also use your posts to dive deeper into your 
brand essence. Drive home the story of what your brand stands for.20

Voice UI: 
UI isn’t just about what the customer sees. With the rise of smart speakers 
and digital assistants, voice UI can put you ahead of the pack.21

Depth and dimension in flat design: 
While it’s true that UX is about helping customers find what they need easily, 
depth and dimension can wow and entertain them while they look around.22

To be successful this year, you need to stay relevant. And 

there are no better ways to do that than with a constant 

stream of content, short video ads, and purposeful, well-

designed UX and UI.

18 Chief Marketer, 2019, 19 Entrepreneur, 2018

20 Social Media Today, 2018, 21 UX Planet, 2018, 22 UX Planet, 2018
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REACH 
MORE 
CUSTOMERS

#MadeOnFiverr by christyj27
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To sustain your progress and continue growing your business, you need to 
expand your reach.  There are several ways to advertise your business, but 
the following three are the most effective in the digital age: social media 
marketing; search engine marketing (SEM); and search engine optimization 
(SEO).

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING
Social media remains one of the most dynamic and cost-effective ways to 
reach your target customer.

• Social media platforms are an essential part of your customers’ 
lives: 1.37 billion people actively use Facebook every day. 51% of 
Instagram users access the app daily, and 35% use it multiple times 
in a given day.23

• Social media drives traffic – Pinterest drives 25% of all retail website 
referral traffic.24

• 30% of consumers will only buy from a brand if it has a social media 
presence.25

Social media marketing is no longer an option for small businesses – it’s 
mandatory.  The number of users on each platform and the amount of time 
they spend there, offers unprecedented access to your customer base.

| 29 || 28 |

#MadeOnFiverr by majito6006

Through this method, you can accurately target your audience.  Platforms like 
Facebook employ state-of-the-art analytical tools (i.e. Facebook Pixel) to help 
you see who’s visiting your site and who’s interacting with your posts.  You 
can use this data to refine your audience and ensure your ads end up in the 
right feeds.

Additionally, you can build trust by solving customer service issues directly 
and in a personalized manner. And, you can engage with your audience 
consistently, keeping your brand top of mind and ensuring your company 
stays relevant.

Executing great social media marketing requires a few things:

Use a content calendar: 

Plan your posts ahead of time to ensure you never scramble for content and 
to carefully curate content that’s relevant to your customers and fits your 
brand vision.  Fiverr’s Social Media Marketing pros can help you get ahead:

kimberlyafonso

gergkramarics

sharonthony

wild_and_free

23 WordStream, 2017, 24 Meltwater, 2016, 25 Blue Corona, 2017
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jesswebber

vasily17

oliviadoces

kcoughlin618

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  
toddsquad

kileymbaker

ytpavel

Cover all your 
bases: 
While Facebook is the still 
the most used social network, 
other platforms, like LinkedIn, 
Pinterest and YouTube 
could still be beneficial to 
your strategy.  Work with 
a professional so you can 
optimize your campaigns and 
minimize your ad spend:

Use professional 
influencers: 

When it comes to influencing, 
businesses tend to focus on 
celebrities or influencers with large 
reaches.  However, your objective 
is not to reach as many people as 
possible but to build trust within 
your specific niche. This means 
finding professional influencers or 
micro-influencers who exist within 
your niche and leveraging their 
power to engage with others in a 
specific community.  Our influencer 
marketing freelancers can help you 
build a new fanbase:

#MadeOnFiverr by vikka_shakun
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SEM
SEM involves buying ads on search engines to increase your company’s 
visibility for specific keywords and phrases, and it should be part of every 
business’ marketing plan.

• There are 3.5 billion Google searches daily.26

• 75% of consumers who find useful, local information online are 
more likely to visit a business in-person.27

• Businesses earn $2 of revenue for every $1 spent on SEM.28

• And if you’re concerned that SEM isn’t relevant to the average user, 
fear not: 60% of Google users can’t tell they’re looking at a paid ad.29

SEM helps you work smarter, not harder. Instead of chasing after customers, 
you’re gaining access to what they’re looking for, and you’re ensuring you’re 
in the right place. You can target a wide audience, tailor your ads to specific 
search terms and keywords (instead of vague demographic criteria), and you 
can even make your ads appear in searches for your competitors.

With SEM, you ensure your content gets seen. You put your business on the 
first page of search results, right at the top. 

#MadeOnFiverr by natstory

Creating a great SEM strategy requires you to be strategic:

Choose the right keywords: 
These keywords should be relevant to your business, localized when possible, 
and in line with popular searches. Also be sure to use words that drive high 
commercial intent (i.e. buy, discount, deal, etc.).

A/B Test: 
Compare different landing pages to see which option has a higher conversion.

Track your results: 
Measure your click-through rates and your ad spend, and tweak your strategy. 
You never want to bid high only to receive weak traffic.  

Fiverr’s SEM experts can help you get it right the first time:

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

akrause2112

simoneadw

raoulvanh

milappc

nilponsatisabe

26  Smart Insights, 2018, 27 SearchSouth, 2018, 28 SearchSouth, 2018, 29 SearchSouth, 2018
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SEO
Search Engine Optimization is just as important as SEM, however there’s a big 
difference between the two. With SEO, you use a series of strategies and best 
practices to increase your online visibility instead of buying ads.

• 93% of all online experiences start with a search engine.30

• Local searches lead 50% of mobile users to visit within 1 day.31

• 50% of customers are more likely to click your links if your brand 
appears multiple times in search engine results.32

A keyword-loaded piece won’t 
achieve the desired result if it isn’t 
relevant.

Strong search rankings help your 
business stand out in searches that 
could return millions of results.  Great 
SEO also connects you with your 
target audience.  For example, if 
someone is searching for “business 
coaching”, and you rank in the top 5 
results for business coaching, you’re 
likely to get site visits and generate 
leads.

You can even employ SEO strategies 
without a website.  By just having a 
Google Business Profile, you can still 
work your way into search results.  
And, SEO can be used on any 
searchable platform, not just Google.

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

digitalministry

procontentger

dantaylor283

unclegil

christianschram

Optimized SEO content shows near 
the top of a user’s organic search 
results when a user searches for 
keywords that are relevant to that 
particular post. SEM will always show 
at the top of the page as well, but 
it’s displayed as paid advertising. 
Thus, SEO provides two major 
benefits.  First, your content will 
rank high in search results without 
paying for traffic.  And second, some 
users consider SEO content more 
trustworthy because it’s pure content 
and not advertising. 

However, to ensure your SEO content 
shows up on the first page of results, 
you need an abundance of expertly-
crafted, keyword-specific content. 
And this content should be driven by 
what matters most to your audience.  

For best results:
1. Make sure your content is unique and relevant.

2. Use a compelling meta description (the summary that shows beneath your 
article headline in search results) that entices the reader to click on your 
post. 

3. Optimize your website’s images and videos for mobile:  Of the 
approximately 100 billion Google searches conducted every month, more 
than half of those happen on a mobile device.33 So, it’s important that your 
mobile experience is flawless. Images or videos that are too large to view 
can result in a poor experience, which drives users back to Google to look 
for other results. 

4. Prioritize your mobile site’s page loading speed: A delay of just a few 
seconds can lead to a poor user experience, and it can adversely affect 
your search rankings.  You can boost this speed by limiting the amount of 
content on each page and using smaller images.

5. Work with professionals: These SEO strategies must be employed 
correctly.  If you overuse any part of your plan (i.e. repeating a keyword 
too many times), it can adversely affect your Google ranking. This is 
something our SEO experts can help you with:

30 SEO Tribunal, 2018, 31 HubSpot, 2018, 32 Blue Corona, 2018 33  Google, 2018
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2019 SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING, SEM, 
AND SEO TRENDS
It’s important to master the best practices mentioned above, but each of 
these three categories is changing rapidly:

Nano-influencers: 
Nano-influencers are social media users who have a small but engaged 
audience, typically hovering around 1,000 followers.  Because they’re followed 
by friends, family, and peers that they have a personal connection to, their 
recommendations come across as more genuine.  Partnerships with nano-
influencers often involve free product in lieu of a fee.  Assembling a team of 
nano-influencers could be a great way to expand your reach while minimizing 
your spend.34

Think bigger than Google: 
There’s no question – Google is the most popular search engine on the web. 
But you should also make sure your business can be found on YouTube, 
SlideShare, the App Store, Amazon, and a slew of other searchable sites.35

Focus on E-A-T:
Expertise, Authority, and Trustworthiness should be your business’ priorities.  
Avoid clickbait headlines and focus on showing customers why you’re the 
expert.36

A combined marketing strategy that includes social media ads, SEM, and 
SEO is bound to help you hit your targets in 2019.#MadeOnFiverr by katarzynasurman

34  New York Times, 2018, 35  Smart Insights, 2018, 36  Search Engine Journal, 2018
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IMPROVE 
YOUR 
ONLINE 
STORE

#MadeOnFiverr by natstory
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We’re in the prime of the digital era.  Customers prefer buying online and have 
high expectations for their experiences.  The start of the year is the perfect 
time to ensure you meet their standards, with an online storefront that’s 
frictionless, seamless, and intuitive.

• Millennials make 54% of all purchases online; 49% of non-millennials 
do as well.37

• 88% of shoppers consider detailed product descriptions extremely 
important when deciding to make a purchase.38

Your online store matters because your target customer’s relationship with 
your brand starts online.  It may move offline in local instances, but the most 
crucial moments happen on the web.  A well-designed digital storefront can 
accelerate sales and turn one-time customers into repeat shoppers.

A great online store helps you differentiate your brand from the competition.  
Less than two-thirds of small businesses sell their products online.39  Not to 
mention, a digital storefront costs less to operate than a brick-and-mortar 
location.

Also, with an online store, you have valuable analytics at your disposal.  This 
information can inform everything from the new products you develop to the 
messaging in your ads.

Your online store needs a few key updates to drive sales:

#MadeOnFiverr by vikka_shakun

An effective e-commerce marketing plan: 

You need to drive customers to your website.  Create a plan that’s catchy, 
well-designed, and inspired by your customer’s journey.  Have clear goals and 
objectives, a defined target customer, and a clear value proposition. In this 
case, it’s best to hire experts who can deliver results:

teamfairhead

steviesshoes BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

lironbrantz270

37  Disruptive Advertising, 2018, 38 Forbes, 2016, 39 Blue Corona, 2018

carissamt

melissa1465

sam_parker

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

Write product descriptions that sell: 
Detail the product benefits, tell a full, emotional story, and use natural language.  
However, don’t forget to include a few power words (i.e. breathtaking, 
spectacular, stunning, etc.).  Fiverr product description writers can help you 
capture the essence of every item:

levinewman
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youngeinstein

mykolast

davidols

ahmadideas

BROWSE MORE FREELANCERS  

Keep your site 
simple: 
Minimalism is key, but you also 

want to include functions that 

ease the shopper’s experience, like 
a “View Cart” button, search bar, 
and product filter options. Fiverr’s 
e-commerce programmers can 
help you execute all of these:

2019 
E-COMMERCE 
TRENDS
In 2019, online stores can beat the competition with some modern 
enhancements:

Increased personalization: 
Your site should show customers what they want to see, and those product 
selections should be based on what they’ve bought or searched for during 
previous visits.  43% of customers want this level of personalization, and they’ll 
spend more when they get it.40

Omnichannel experience: 
Most customers shop using multiple channels, so ensure your shop is 
optimized for mobile, desktop, and even voice.41

Service automation: 
Customers want their service issues resolved quickly, and chatbots can help 
with that.42

Product videos: 
60% of consumers want to see videos, instead of reading descriptions.  
Experiment with compelling video content that really shows off your 
products.43

Your relationship with your customers starts online. With a great digital 
storefront, you can keep them returning, and purchasing, again and again.

40  Social Media Today, 2018, 41  Social Media Today, 2018, 42  Social Media Today, 2018, 43  Social Media Today, 2018

Make your return policy easy to find: 
Customers need all pertinent info upfront. Also make sure customers don’t 
have to scroll to find your contact info. 
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Your success in 2019 depends 
on 4 factors:

RECAP

Some additional resources you can use to help
 start your year strong:

   Get inspired at Fiverr Discover.
   Connect with hand-picked, high-end talent at Fiverr Pro.
   Get matched with a freelancer by using Post a Request.
   Develop your skills at Learn from Fiverr.
   Get advice and resolve issues through our Resolution Center. 

Brand consistency 
Ensure constant use of your brand’s 
design elements on social media, 
your website, and any related brand 
collateral.

Relevance
Provide a steady stream of 
valuable content, utilize short, 
engaging videos, and prioritize 
seamless UX/UI.

Marketing
Social media, SEM, and SEO are 
the best ways to stand out in the 
digital age.

Optimized E-commerce 
A well-designed digital storefront 
with thorough product descriptions 
can boost revenue.

Take the start of the year to perfect these elements, and with the help of 
Fiverr’s expert freelancers, 2019 will be your year.

Good Luck,
The Fiverr Team
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